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§ 9. Cartan’s Theorem B with Bounds.

Suppose (X, O) is a complex space of reduction order  ~  oo and

is a coherent analytic sheaf on (X, C~). Suppose O° E Ri and ~c: (X, 
is a holomorphic map.

For the remaining of this paper we need the following notations.

Suppose A and B are two open subsets of X. We say that A c B if
__ 

n

A (e) c B for some e. We say that B if A (e) cc B for some e.
n

Suppose ’U1 and P are two collections of open subsets of X. We say
that ’U1  V if ’~ (O)  ~1 for some ~. We say that Bl1« Bt) if ’U1 (g) « 1~

n n

for some g.

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 22 Sett. 1969.

The first part of this paper has appeared on this same journal vol. XXIV (1970)
278-330.

(*) Partially supported by NSF Grant GP-7265.
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PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose H, cc g2 are Stein open subsets of .~ and ’~;
is a finite Stein open covering of Hi (i =1 ~ 2) such that «’Ut2 and every
member of ‘~2 is relatively compact in some Stein open subset of X. Then
for 1 &#x3E; 1 there exists w E Q(n) satisfying the following. If e  wand

with then there exists g E CI-1 (Lo .), £F) with

~~ g ~~~1, ~  such that on Ui (e), where Ce is a constant depen-
ding only on e. Moreover, if tn is not a zero divisor for 97,, for x E X, then

0. can be chosen to be independent of 

PROOF. Take a Stein open subset H2’ of X such that HI r-c: H2.
By replacing .g2 by H2’ and by replacing by ’Ut2 we can

assume without loss of generality that H2 is relatively compact in
, , 

-

a relatively compact Stein open subset Íi of X.
By replacing X by K, we can assume without loss of generality that

X is a complex subspace of a Stein open subset (~ of CN. We use the

notations of § 8B.

By Proposition 7.2 we can choose Stein open subsets Ei of G,
0  i  3, such that c c F; and c c Ei fl X c c .b~2 . By Proposition 7.3
we can choose finite collections IDi of Stein open subsets (1  i  3)
such that U1 « D; n X  U21 and _ Let X.

Take ro E Qn&#x3E; and conditions will be imposed on ro later. Take ~O  cu

By Proposition where is a constant.

By Proposition 5.2, if co  co~ for a suitable w1 E Q(n) (and we assume

this to be the case), then there exists g’ E (K (e) X ID3 ~~‘) such that

on .g (e)x1D3 and g’ IID3, e  0(1) e, where is a constant

depending only on O. Let g = (g’) E C 1-1 (e), Then 6g = f on

(o). By Proposition 8.2, ~~ g  0(3) C(2) e where C(3) is a constant.

If tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E X, then tn is not a zero-divisor
for 9? for K(g°) X G. In this case, Of! can be chosen to independent
Of LO,, . q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 9.2. Suppose cc H2 are Stein open subsets of X and
tl12 is a finite Stein open covering of H2 such that every member of U2
is relatively compact is some Stein open subset of X. Then there exists

o) E satisfying the following. If Lo  w and f E r (H2 (Lo), iF) with
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A A

where CJ) is induced by f, then 
where C~ is a constant depending only on ~O. Moreover, if tn is not a zero-
divisor for for x E X, then C~ can be chosen to be independent 

PROOF. As in the proof of Proposition 9.1 we can assume that X is

a complex subspace of a Stein open subset G of CN. We use the notations
of § 8B.

By Proposition 7.2 we can find Stein open subsets Gi of G (0  i  3)
sdch that Gi+l « G~ and H1 c c Gi c H2. Let Bi = Gi n X. By Proposi-
tion 7.3 we can find finite collections of G, 1  i  3, such that

Di+I « IDi, Di n X  and = Gi. Let Mi = n X.

Take w E n(n) and we shall impose conditions on m later. Take g C w

is induced by , f .

induced by
A

By Proposition 8.4,  e, where is a constant. By Proposi-
tion 5.3, if for a suitable cv1 E Q(n) (and we assume this to be the case), then

~ g ~ ~3 , e C C~2~ C(l) e, where C(2) is a constant depending only on ~O. By Pro-

position 8.1, 0(3) C(2) where C(3) is a constant.

If tn is not a zero divisor for 7x for x E X, then tn is not a zero-divi-

sor for :1: for x E g (g°) &#x3E;C G and hence can be chosen to be indepen-
dent q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 9.3. Suppose q is a coherent analytic sheaf on X

and 99: ‘~-~ ~’ is a sheaf-homomorphism. Suppose H, cc H2 cc ~t are Stein

open subsets of X. Then there exists w E Q(") satisfying the following.
If Lo  wand 9 E (g), Im cp) with II g  e, then for some

on H, (e), Ce e, where C~ is a

constant depending only on ~o.

PROOF. By replacing X by JET and by shrinking H, we can assume

that X is a complex subspace of a Stein open subset G of CN. We use

the notations of § 8B.

By Proposition 7.2, we can find Stein open subsets Gi of (~ (1 _ i  3)
such that c c G; and g1 « G; n X Let E; = G; n ~Y’.

Take w E and we shall impose conditions on w later. Take a 
and g E (e), Im cp)  e. Let g’ = g (~o). II g’ 
By Proposition 8.3, (g’)  C(l) e, where C(l) is a constant.
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Let g* = 00 (~). We have a unique sheaf-homomorphism - g*
on K (C)O) X G corresponding to 99. (g’) E T(K(e) X Gi, Im cp~‘). By Pro-

position 5.4, Wi for a suitabe w1 E (and we assume this to be

the case), then for some f’ X 9*) such that f’  C~2~ C~1~
and g* ( f’) = (g’) on .g (o) ~C I where . is a constant depending
only on ~O.

on .E3 (o). By Proposition 8.2,
 C~3~ e, where C~3~ is a constants. q. e. d.

The following Proposition is a consequence of Proposition 9.3.

PROPOSITION 9.4. Suppose g is a coherent analytic sheaf on X and

J- @ is a sheaf-homomorphism. Suppose ’~1 are finite collections

of Stein open subsets of ~’ such that every member of is relatively
compact in some Stein open subset of X. Then for 1 ~ 0 there exists

m E such that, if g C co and g E (g), Im q)  e, then

for where C is a con-

stant depending only on Lo.

PROPOSITION 9.5. If, in Proposition 9.4, the closure of every member
of Uti admits a neighborhood basis consisting of Stein open subsets of X,
then the conclusion of Proposition 9.4 remains valid when the condition

Uti « U2 is weakened to Ui « U2 -
n

PROOF. Assume the weaker condition Ul  U2 - Since the closure of
«

every member of Uti admits a Stein open neighborhood basis, we can find
finite collections %l’, U" of Stein open subsets of X such that «B11’ «B11"
and U’  n

There in R,+ such that u’ (Ql) « ’u2 . Let B11i = ’u’ (e1).
Apply Proposition 9.4 to U[ and U2 instead of B11i and ‘~2 . Then use
Proposition 8.5 with UU1 == U , %l’, B11 = ’U1’ ((11), and Lo’ = ei. q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 9.6. Suppose H1 cc g2 are Stein open subsets of X.

Suppose tn is not a zero-divisor for 9~ for x E X. Then there exists w E 

satisfying the following. If C)  w and (o), with

for some l E N;~, 9 then  where C. is a constant depending only
on e and is independent of 1.
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PROOF. We can assume without loss of generality that X is a complex
subspace of a Stein open subset G of C~’ . We use the notations of § 8B.

By Proposition 7.2 we can choose Stein open subsets G~ of G (1  a  3)
such that c:c: Gi and Hi cc Gi n X c Let Ei n X.

Take c~ E Q(n) and conditions will be imposed on w later. Take e 

and such that C e for some 

By Proposition 8.3, where is a constant.

Since tn is not a zero divisor for CJx for x E X, tn is not a zero-divisor

for for By Proposition 5.6, if for a suitable

w1 E (and we assume this to be the case), then  0(" e 0(1) e, where
C~2~ is a constant depending only on Lo. Note that Wi and C~2~ are inde-

pendent of l. By Proposition 8.1, II  0(3, C(2) 0(1) e, where 0(3) is a

constant. q. e. d.

The following is a consequence of Proposition 9.6.

PROPOSITION 9.7. Suppose ’~1 «Bl12 are finite collections of Stein open
subsets of X such that every member of Ta2 is relatively compact in some
Stein open subset of X. Suppose tn is not a zero-divisor for Jz for x E X.
Then for r &#x3E; 0 there exists w E 0(n) satisfying the following. If o  w and

with  e for some then

where 0. is a constant depending only on p and is independent of l.

The following Proposition is derived from Proposition 9.7 in the same
way as Proposition 9.5 is derived from Proposition 9.4.

PROPOSITION 9.8. If, in Proposition 9.7, the closure of every member

of ’~1 admits a neighborhood basis consisting of Stein open subsets of X,
then the conclusion of Proposition 9.7 remains valid when the condition

‘u1 is weakened to tat  U2n

§ 10. Leray’s Isomorphisl Theorem with Bounds.

A. Before we go on, we have to introduce some notations which are

to be used throughout the remaining of this paper.
Suppose .X’ is a complex space. S (X) denotes the collection of subsets

of X defined as follows. U E S (X) if and only if (i) ~T is a relatively com-
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pact Stein open subset of X and (ii) U- admits a neighborhood basis con-
sisting of Stein open subsets of X.

LEMMA 10.1. Suppose W is a Stein open subset of .X and .L is a

compact subset of W. Then there exists U E S (X) such that .L c U c HT.

PROOF. We can assume that there exists a strictly 1-convex function
g on W such that = 199  c) is relatively compact in W for every real
number c. By applying Sard’s Theorem to the restrictions of 99 to the regular
points of W, 0 (W), a (0 (W)),... (where a (Y) denotes the singular set of Y),
we conclude that the image A under 99 of the subset of W where 99 attains
a local minimum is of linear measure 0. Take a real number c not belonging
to A such that Be contains L. Since the closure of -Be is {99 _ c), it suffices

to set U = Be . q. e. d.

As a consequence of Lemma 10.1, we have

LEMMA. 10.2. If UES(X), then U- admits a neighborhood basis con-

sisting of elements of 
We define the notation S (~’) as follows. jlK ) if and only

if (i) I is finite and (ii) 
The following follows from Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2.

LEMMA. 10.3. (a) If «B!t2 are finite collections of open subsets of

X and every member of is Stein, then there exists U E S (X) such that

(b) If U11 are finite collections of open subsets of X and E

E 8 (X), then there exists III E S (X) such that ’~1 « U  U2 -
B. Suppose X is a complex space and f is a coherent analytic sheaf

on X, Suppose are collections of Stein open
subsets of X such that I u == I Bt) I.

We introduce the following notations.

, consists of all where

is skew-symmetric in ao ~ ." ~ a,~ and skew-symmetric in
Define

as follows:

and I
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Define as follows.

Consider the following diagram :

The diagram is commutative. Since every member of U and 11) is Stein,
all rows except the first and all columns except the first are exact.

We say that f o, x-i ?/i.!-2 ?".y/!-2, 1, form a zigzag I-sequence
in (1 O.l)’U1, B!) if the following four conditions are satisfied.

The following two statements are well-known and can easily be proved
by diagram-chasing.
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(i) For every there exists a zigzag l-sequence in

(10J)~ ~ with f*i I as the first member.
(ii) the correspondence which relates the first member of a zigzag

l-sequence in (10.1 )Bl1, B1) to its last member induces an isomorphism from

H l (B1), c;¡) to H CJ). We call this isomorphism the zigzag isomorphism.

PROPOSITION 10.1. When tL1 = t[)y the zigzag isomorphism from 7)
to is equal to the isomorphism mapping every element $ of

l (l+1)
to (-1)

PROOF. Take 8 E Let Define a zigzag I-sequence
in (10.1)B1), Bl) as follows :

To prove that this forms a zigzag l-sequence in Ij, we need only
check the following:

Hence

(ii) Since

Hence
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Hence

B. Suppose X is a complex space of reduction order  p  oo and J
is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Suppose e° E R,+ and 11:: X- K(e°) is a

holomorphic map.
with and then we

denote by the element

PROPOSITION 10.2. Suppose B11, B1), THH E S (X) such that I B111 c:c: I B1) I ,
«B11, and ’WB« B1). Then for t ? 1 there exists w E satisfying the

following.  OJ and e E (e), f ) with II E ( ||u,g  e, then there exists
such on 

II ~ II~, ~ and ] r~ ~ ~, ~ ~ C~ e, where Oe is a constant depending only
on e. Moreover, is not a zero-divisor for 9~c for x E X, then Oe can be
chosen to be independent of en.

PROOF. (a) Construct B11, E S (X) with the same index set as B11, 0 

 z  2l + 1, such that ’~~ , B11 = ~2~+1 ? and I B110 I c:c: I B1) I. Cons-
tant B1), E S (X) with the same index set as 1~, 0~~~2~-j-l~ such that
’W1 « = and .

Define B1)i as follows. if and only if V is the intersection of a
member of Wi and a member of B11i. We have the following diagram :

(b) Take ro E D(n) and we shall impose conditions on co later. Take

We are going to construct, by induction on
such that

form a zigzag t-sequence
where ~* is the restriction of ~ to and
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is the restriction of

where 0  v  l, are constants depending only on o.
Suppose we have constructed $0, 1-1, ..., for some v  l. (The

case v = 0 means that we have only the empty set to start with).

Then it is easily seen that 6. a = 0.

where is a constant and

Apply Proposition 9.1 to If for

a suitable r~1 E (and we assume this to be the case), then we can find
such that on

and where

Cg(2) is a constant depending only on e. By going to the skew-symmetriza-
tion, we can assume that is skew-symmetric in 0153o’’’.’ 0153" .

There exists a unique such that

The construction of

by induction on v is complete.
We are ready to construct ~ . Since

there exists a unique such that

where C (1) is a constant. By Proposition 9.2, if w _ c~2 for a suitable
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w2 E (and rue assume this to be the case), then

is a constant depending only on Lo and is the value

of $i* at the simplex (ao , ... , of the nerve of (e). Hence

where

Let be the restrictions to

By the proof of Proposition 10.1 we can find a zigzag I-sequence
such that

and

We are going to construct, by induction on i,,

such that

and

where is
v ., - 

a constant depending only on P. Note that, when l =1, we do not have
any Yv, I-v-2 -

Suppose we have found 70, 1-2 ... , yv-i, Z-,-l for some 0  v  l - 2.

Hence where
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where is a constant and D-1, e = 0.

Apply Proposition 9.1 to

for some suitable w3 E (and we assume this to be the case), then there

exists such that

and

where is a constant depending only on e. By going to the skew-sym-

metrization, we can assume that is skew-symmetric in ao , ... , a, .
There exists a unique element

The construction by induction is complete.

Hence there exists a unique element such that
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where

where C (6) is a constant.

By Proposition 9.2, if co  w4 for a suitable W4 E Q(n) (and we assume
this to be the case), then

where Cp(7) is a constant depending only on e and 1
is the value of ti’ at the simplex of the nerve of V21 (to). Hence

(e) Let ~ be the restriction of and let

q be the restriction of and

where C. is the maximum of I

Hence

( f ) If tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E X, then the constants

7 I C, can be chosen to be independent of p,, . Hence C~ can be
chosen to independent q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 10.3. Suppose S (X) such that ’tl1 « ’tl1’, W  BL1’,
and I ’tl11 Then for 1 &#x3E;_ 1 there exists m E satisfying the following.
If o and E Z1 (e), 7) and C 1-1 (v (e), 7) such that 3q = 8 on
v (Lo) and ||e ||u,g  e and 111] ]vg,  e, then there exists C E (e), f)
such that 6C = ~ on BL1 (g) and  C~ e, where C, is a constant de-

pending only on o. Moreover, if tn is not a zero-divisor for 9~ for x E X,
then C~ can be chosen to be independent of en.

PROOF. (a) Choose ’tl1i E S (g) with the same index set as ’tl1, 0 _ i _

_ l -f -1, such that U = 1Jll+1, and Choose
(X) with the same index set as 1~, 0  i  Z -~-1, such V’ 0

~?~+1 « and Define Bl), as follows. V E if and

only if V is the intersection of a member of V( s and a member of U; . We
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have the following diagram:

and and

(b) Take co E Q(n) and we shall impose conditions on co later. Suppose
p  w and $ E Z (m’ (e), 7) and n E Cl-1 (p (e), ‘f) such that 3q = $ on 0 (g)
and ~~~~~~’,~e and 

Let f be the restriction of $ to Z’ (Ui (0), From the proof of Pro-

position 10.1, we can construct a zigzag 1-sequence

such that

(e) We are going to construct, by induction on v,

such that

for v &#x3E; 1 ~ and

where is a constant depending only on p.

Suppose we have constructed for some

When v = 0, we have

When v &#x3E; 0, we have
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and

where is a constant.

Apply Proposition 9.1 to
for a suitable E (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

we have

and

where Cg(2) is a constant depending only on g and D_l, e == J.
By going to the skew-symmetrization, we can assume that is

skew-symmetric in be the

unique element satisfying The construction by in-

duction is complete if we set
(d~ For

in

For

Hence there exists a unique element such that

where

where 0(3) is a constant. By Proposition 9.2, if w _ w2 for a suitable

(and we assume this to be the case), then

7. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup.. Piaa.
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where is a constant depending only on o and (~~)a~ "’ is the value

of C at the simplex ((;(0’.’" of the nerve of Ull+1 ((2).

(e) Let ( be the restriction of Then

Hence 6~ = ~ on ’U1 ((o
( f ) If tn is not a zero-divisor for 9a; for x E ~r, then the constants

y D., 0 can be chosen to be independent q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 10.4. The conclusion of Proposition 10.2 remains valid

when the conditions are weakened

respectively to

PROOF. Assume the weaker conditions. Choose and

in such that and

Take m E with co and we shall impose more conditions on

co later. Take e  w (~)~ CJ)  e.

By Proposition 10.2, if for a suitable a)’ E D(n) (and we assume
this to be the case), then there exist

such that and

where C~’~ is a constant depending only on p (and is independent of
gn when tn is not a zero-divisor for 9, for x E X),

By Proposition 8.5,
and where C~2~ is a constant.

The following Proposition is derived from Proposition 10.3 in the

same way as Proposition 10.4 is derived from Proposition 10.2

PROPOSITION 10.5. The conclusion of Proposition 10.3 remains valid

when the conditions are weakened

respectively to

D. Suppose LoO E R~ ~ (~ is an open subset of CN, and 9 is a coherent
analytic sheaf on K(e°) x G. The following two Propositions are proved
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in the same way as Propositions 10.2 and 10.3. (The last statement of

each Proposition follows trivially when we make use of Taylor series

expansions.)

PROPOSITION 10.6. Suppose Bt), TKH E S (G) such that ~ I Uti cc 1 Bt) I,
‘~ and Tll «B1). Then for 12~!~ 1 there exists co E satisfying the
following. If o  co  e, then there

exists C E Z i (g ( O) J) and q E CI-1 such that e - 3q =
= C  61, e, where Cg is a con-

stant depending only on ~. Moreover, if tn is not a zero-divisor for Jx for
x E K(g°) x G, then 0, can be chosen to be independent of en. In the spe-
cial case 9= Co can be chosen to be o° and Oe can be chosen to
be independent of e.

PROPOSITION 10.7. Suppose ’~~ Bt) E S ( G) such that U1.« ’~’,1~ 
 ’~’, and 1B111 c c ~ ~ ~. Then for l &#x3E; 1 there exists co E D(n) satisfying the
following. If g  OJ and $ E Zl (g (~o) X 9) and q E Clw (:g (~O) X ’0, £F)
such that br - 1 on X B1) and 1e1 u) [ e  e, then

there exists C E 01-1 (.g (e) X ’u J&#x3E; such that 3t = e on K(e) X U1. and ) i g
 where 0, is a constant depending only on ~. Moreover, if tn is
not a zero-divisor for 9a: for x E K (90) x G, then Oe can be chosen to

be independent of In the special case J- n+NÔq ,w can be chosen
to be QO and Cp can be chosen to be independent of Lo.

§.11 Bounded Sheaf Cocycles on Pseudoconcave Spaces.

This section deals with the extension of sheaf cohomology classes
on a family of pseudoconcave spaces. The techniques used here are es-

sentially those developed in [1]. The situation we have here is far more

complicated than that of [1], because we have parameters and also we
have to take care of the bounds. Results developed in § 10 concerning
Leray’s isomorphism theorem with bounds will be used to cope with this

complicated situation.
In the remaining of this paper, we use the following notation. If

LO - (~01, ... ~ E R+ , y then we denote (01, ... , E Ri 

A.

DEFINITION. Suppose D is an open subset of CN and q E N.

(a) D is called (H)q if = 0 for 1  v  N - q.
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(b) D is called (H*)q if for every compact subset E of D there

exists a relatively compact (H)q open neighborhood of E in D.

DEFINITION. Suppose D, D are open subsets of CN and q E N.
(a) (D, J9) is called an extension couple if D c D and the restric-

tion map is bijective.

(b) (D, D) is called if D is (H)q and (D, B) is an extension couple.
(c) (D, 53) is called (E*)q if for every compact subset E of D and

every compact subset L of 15 there exist a relatively compact open neigh-
borhood Di of E in D and a relatively compact open neighborhood Di of L in
I such that (-D, , Di) is (.E)q -

Suppose q E N~, and Suppose 2), is an (H)q open sub-
set of CN, 0 ~ t - in, and 9 is a coherent analytic sheaf on X Do
such that

(i) 

(ii) tn is not a zero-divisor for for .r E K (pO) x Do 1 and
(iii) 9 admits a finite free resolution of length ni on x Do.

PROPOSITION 11.1. Suppose U, 0 E S (CN) such that I cc D,,, cc

cc U 1, ill. Then for 1  ’J1  N - q - 1n there exists (o E Q(n)

such that, 7 if o  m and and then there

exists g E Cv-1 (K (o) With 6g = f on K (e) and I g Iw, e 
where 0- is a constant depending only on 0. In the special case ni = 0,
C- can be chosen to be independent of e.

PROOF. Use induction on in. Take co E Dn and we shall impose conditions
on co later. Fix 1 :!!~~ v  N - q - m. Take e  co and f E x 7)

(a) m = 0. 9= n+Nop on K (pO) x Do for some pEN.
Choose a countable Stein open covering m of Do such that %Ql  U.

Choose m* E S (CY) such that I B1) I W* I and TKH" « W.
By considering Taylor series expansions tn and applying the

open mapping theorem to the continuous linear surjection of Fr6chet spa-
(m, - Zv (TM, we can find g’ E Cv-1 (K (e) X

such that bg’=f on and 

where is a constant.

By Proposition 10.7 there exists such that

bg=:f on  C(2) where C(2) is a constant.
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(b) For the general case assume be the

sheaf-epimorphism on K (g°) X D 0 which is part of the finite free resolution
of 7 of length m on

Choose such that Choose

such that Choose V’E S (CN) such that

By definition of we can find, such

where is a constant. 
’ " -

By Proposition 5.1, if 6)  c~1 for a suitable c~1 E (and we assume this

to be the case), then

pending only on ~o.

where is a constant de.

By induction hypothesis, if w  co2 for a suitable w2 E n(n) (and we
assume this to be the case), then for some

where is a constant de-

pending only on LO.

where C ~4~ is a constant. By (a) there exists

such that bg’ = f’ - f " on K (e) x Bt)’ and

where C(1) is a constant &#x3E; 1.

By Proposition 10.7, if cu c m3 for a suitable m3 E (and we assume
this to be the case), then for some

constant depending only on ~o. q. e. d..

PROPOSITION 11.2. Suppose N ~ q + m. Suppose D is an open subset
of CN such that D) is an extension couple. Suppose B11, Bt), E S (CN)
such that andw  U. Then
there exists a) E 0(11) such that, ifgo) and f E Z° (K (,o) X V, £F) and

then there exists such that g=/ onIflBtJ,e then there exists such that g = f onK (9) X and g  where °e is a constant depending only on

p. In the special case m = 0, w can be chosen to be too and 0- can be
chosen to be independent of ~.
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PROOF. Take a) E and we shall impose conditions on (b later. Take

p~ with 

(a) Consider first the special case m = 0. for some p E N.
Choose a countable Stein open covering U’ of D such that 

Choose a countable Stein open covering Bt)’ of Do such that Bt)’  V and
.

By considering Taylor series expansions in tj tn and applying the
open mapping theorem to the continuous linear bijection of Fr6chet spaces

induced by restriction, we conclude that

I T-1 (f )  Ce, where C is a constant. Hence g = (f ) satisfies the

requirement.
(b) For the general case assume m &#x3E; 0. Let (p : be the

epimorphism on X Do which is part of the finite free resolution of

y of length m on x Let g = Ker 99.
Choose B1)’ E S (CN) such that Bt)’ « V and Do cc Choose 0" E S (CY)

such that and Bl)"« B1)’. Choose 

that I m c m’  and m’  U.
By definition of we can find such

that on K(e) x 0 and and

.

By Proposition 5.1, if Wi for a suitable (01 (and we assume
this to be the case), then 16 r,  C~’) 2e, where 0 

(1) 
is a constant de-

pending only on e. 
Since N &#x3E; q + m, by Proposition 11.1, if co (o2 for a suitable

0)2E 0(-) (and we assume this to be the case), then for some f’ E 0 0 (K(e) X

X ~’~ ~), df and If "  0 C 2e, where C- (2) is a constant
depending only on g. 

/,,B ’nB ,..,

By (ac) there exists such that f’ - f" = g’ on
X and g ~~~ ~  (1 + C °"ë (2) 2e, where C (4) is a constant.

Let Then f =g g on and g ~~~ ~  C ~4~ 1
-f - 0(3) O!2) 2e. q. e. d..

B. Suppose X is a complex subspace of a polydisc f~ of CN and the
reduction order of .~’ is Suppose 20 E R$ and n : X- K (LoO) is

a holomorphic map. Suppose 9 is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such

that codh is not a zero-divisor for 9,, for 
Suppose q E N and D is a relatively compact open subset of ~’ such

that D is (:~ ~)~ . Let .~ = X.
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PROPOSITION 11.3. Suppose such that

and Then for there exists w E such that,
then there exits 9 E

constant depending only on Q.

PROOF. We use the notations of § 8 B.
Since codh 9* = r on the polydisc K (o°) X G, by shrinking O° and G,

we can assume that 7* admits a finite free resolution of length m  n +
-+- N - r on X G. Since tn is not a zero-divisor for CJx for 
is not a zero-divisor for for X G.

Since D is (.g~‘)q , we can choose (B)q open subsets Di of D, 0:!!~~ i - m,
such that

Take co E and we shall impose conditions on co later.

By Proposition 8.4,
where C (1) is a constant &#x3E; 1.

By Proposition 11.1, if for a suitable Wi E (and we assume
this to be the case), then for some

where is a constant

pending only on ~.
By Proposition 8.2,

where 0 (3) is a constant

By Proposition 10.3, if co  co 2 for a suitable w2 E (and we assume
this to be the case), then for some g E Cyw (v (e), f), bg = f on V (e) and

where is a constant depending only on ~O.

q. e. d.

Suppose D is a relatively compact open subset of G such that (D, D)

PROPOSITION 11.4. Suppose r &#x3E; q + n. Suppose ’U1, Bt), E S (X) such

that I w ] c c E c:c: ~ ~ ~ ~ E,  Bt) and ’UUB  BIl. Then there ex-

ists co E Q (n) such that, if ~O  w and f E Z 0 (B1) (e), £F) and (~ f  e, then

for some g E ZO (e), ~), g = f on (e) and 11 g  Ci e, where Ci
is a constant depending only on e.

PROOF. use the notations of § 8B.
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As in the proof of Proposition 11.3, tn is not a zero-divisor for ift for
x E g (o°) &#x3E;C G and we can assume that 9* admits a finite free resolution

of length m  n + N - r on x G.

Since (D, D) is (E ~)q , we can choose a relatively compact open subset
D’ of D and (H)q open subsets D~ of D, 0  i _ ~n, such that cc Dm , I

and (Dm , D’) is an extension couple. Choose

1D2 «1Di in S (G) such that D° cc / :ID21 and ~’« 1[). Choose ID2 « Bi
in S (G) such that I cc ~ /0i I cc D’. Choose ~’ E S (G) such that

and and

Take and we shall impose conditions on m later. Take 

By Proposition 8.4, ~ where 0(1) is a constant.

By Proposition 11.2 if for a suitable E (and we assume

this to be the case), then for some

and where is a constant depending

only on e.
Let By Proposition 8.2, where

C(3’ is a constant. Let

By Proposition 9.2, if w  w2 for a suitable w2 E (and we assume

this to be the case), then where is a con-

stant depending only on q. e. d.

0. Suppose .X’ is a complex space of reduction order  p  oo and iF
is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Suppose eO E R+ is a

holomorphic map.
Suppose .g2 are relatively compact open subsets of X such

that g = H1 U g2 and (Hi - H2)- n (H2 - = 0. Let H12 = B1 n H2.
Suppose some open neighborhood U of Hï2 is biholomorphic to a complex
subspace of a polydisc (~ in CN under a map r such that = i-i (D) for
some relatively compact (H*)q open subset D of G.

Suppose tn is not a zero-divisor for c:fx for x E X and codh on U.

PROPOSITION 11.5. Suppose ol, V, E 8 (X ) such that m I cc
cc Hi 1 U ccH, and Then for 1:!!~~ v r- q - n
there exists satisfying the following. If and 

then there exist g E Zv (T:l (9), 9) and h E Cv-1 (TM (p), 
such that f - 3h = g on m (e), I g ) and 1/ h  C ee, where
C- is a constant depending only on Q.e
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PROOF. Choose S (X) such that H12 cc: lID’ and IDI  ~.
Since (g1- H2)- n (H2 - = o, we can choose D, 1D2, ID12 E

E S (X) such that

Choose ’UU1’ E S (X ) such that ! ’UU1’ «’ij1, ’UU1’  2~ , and

Take w E and we shall impose conditions on co later. Fix 1  v 

Take o and with

Consider the restriction of f to ~’ (O). By Proposition 11.3, if w  ~1

for a suitable w1 E (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

on and where

is a constant 1 depending only on o .

Extend h’ trivially to By condition

I can be extended trivially to

where C02) is a constant.

By Proposition 10.2, if w  w2 for a suitable w2 E (and we assume
this to be the case), then for some

and

where is a constant depending only on e.

Choose ’W1* E S (X) such that ’W1« ’W11&#x26; ’!H, and ’W11&#x26;  ~. Then

f - g  [ (1-f- C3 (1+ C2 Cg’(1)) e.11:::" e e

By Proposition 10.3, if w  w3 for a suitable m3 E (and we as-

sume this to be the case), then for some h E C"-i (g), = 3h on

and

stant depending only on p. , q. e. d.

Suppose in addition that and H2 = z-1 (D) for some open

subset of f~ such that (D, D) is (E*)q.
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PROPOSITION 11.6. Suppose r &#x3E; q + n. Suppose U, V, ’UU1 E S (X) such
that I ~? ~, and Then there

exists satisfying the following. If and f and

then there exists such that f = g on lll (o)
and 11 g  Ce e, where C~ is a constant depending only on o.

PROOF. Choose D, Di , D12 in S (x’) in precisely the same way
as in the proof of Proposition 11.5, except that we require the condition

°

Take co E and we shall impose conditions on later. Take o  co

and f E ZO (B1) (e), J) with /If  e.

Consider the restriction of f to ~’ (Lo). By Proposition 11.4, if w  0,)l

for a suitable col E Q,n) (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

g’ E Z ° (o), 9) we have f = g’ on :ID12 (o)  where

C- is a constant &#x3E; 1 depending only on g.~ 

Conditions (iv) in the proof of Proposition 11.5 implies that there exists
a unique g" E Z ° (D (e), such that g" = f on (e) and g" = g’ on

11 B

Since I ID 1, we can choose U’ E S (.~ ) such that M’ and

I [ c E) I. g" corresponds uniquely to an element g* of r (~) p 7).
g* induces uniquely an element g of Z ° (U’ (~O)~ 

By Proposition 9.2, if for a suitable w2 E Q(") (and we assume

this to be the case), then g C ~2~ where °ë (2) is a constant

depending only on ~O.

f = g on %Ql (Q), because I and f = g" on (o). q. e. d.

In the remaining of this paper we adopt the following convention :

then and 6 : ~ C° (e), iF)
is the zero-map.

PROPOSI’rION 11.7. Suppose ’U1, ID, S (X) such that 
’T n

U, and B1). Then for 0  v  r - q - n there egi.
n a :r

sts co E Q0"’ satisfying the following. and f E Zv (B1) (o), iF) and

 e, then there exists g E Zv (o), y) and hE Cwl (o), 7) such
on W (o), ~ 11’U1, f!  CQ e and 11 h  C. e, where °ë is

a constant dedending only on Lo.

PROOF. There in R+ such that ’WI (e1) ee Hi, ,Hi cc

ec: I B1) I, 1 t11 ((&#x3E;1) (e1) and M « W.
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Take e2  Lol in R+. Choose ’0* E ~ (X) of the form Bt)1I = V u ~’ such

since we have

It is clear that on for

Choose such that ’

Take m E Q(n) with Q)  Q2 and we shall impose conditions on co later.

Fix 0  v  r - q - n. Take and with 

We can regard f as an element of Zv (V* (o), 9) - I f ~~~~, ~  e.

By Proposition 11.5 and 11.6, if for a suitable (and
we assume this to be the case), then for some g’ E Zy (U* (e), J) and h’ E

we have g’ = f - bh’ on Tll* (o), ) ) g’ 1 1*n*, e  C g (1)e, andC v-1 we have g’ 
(1) 

f - bh’ on W* (Lo), g’ M-, L 0  C(1)/g e, and
 where C- is a constant depending only on 0.

Let 9 be the restriction of g’ to u (g) and let h be the restriction of

h’ to ’W1 (e). By Proposition 8.5,
where 0(2) is a constant.

D. For 0  a  b in RN we denote

DEFINITION. Suppose Q is a strictly q-convex function and f is a hold.
morphic function on some open neighborhood IT of where a =

= (a~ , a,~~) E X Suppose c E R and a E R+ . KN(a) is said to be
well-situated with respect to (q, cp, c ; f, ex) if there exist a~~  a,~~ in 
and a’  a in R+ such that (~  c~ is disjoint from both 

The following two Lemmas are clear.

LEMMA. 11.1. Suppose (p, is a C °° function on U such that the restric-

tion of 99, to X CY-q+l) is strictly q-convex for Suppose
c and 0  a1  a. If ~1 and Ky (a) is well-situated with respect

ot (q, ~, c ; f, a), then is well-situated with respect to (q, f, 

LEMMA 11.2. Suppose is well-situated with respect to (q, (P, c ; f, a).
If ai is sufficiently close to a, el is sufficiently close to c, is suf-

ficiently close to oc, and DY ~1 is sufficiently close to Dy 99 for y E N ~ and

I r _ 2, then KN is well-situated with respect to (q, 91i , ai).
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The following Proposition follows from the arguments on pp. 223-224

of [1].

PROPOSITION 11.8. is well-situated with respect to (
then

PROPOSITION 11.9. Suppose KN (a) is well-situated with respect to

PROOF. Let L~ be a compact subset of i = 1, 2. By Lemma 11.2
we can choose a’  a in R~ y 0 [ a’  a and c’ &#x3E; c such that

(i) KN (a’) is well-situated with respect to (q, CPt ,0’,/, a’), and

where

Let By Proposition 11.8, (Di, D) is (.E)q for

is bijective for i = 1, 2, the restriction map
is bijective. Hence (Dl, D~) is (.E)q .

The following Proposition follows from the arguments on pp. 219-223
of [I ].

PROPOSITION 11.10. Suppose U is an open neighborhood of 0 in CN and
g is a strictly q-convex function on U. If 99 (0) = c, then, after a linear

coordinates transformation and a shrinking of U, there exist a E R~ y a ho-

lomorphic function f on U, and a E R+ such that KN (a)- c U, I f (0) I ~ a,
and is well-situated with respect to (q, cp, c ; f~ a).

E. Suppose X is a complex space, is a q-
concave holomorphic map with exhaustion function 99 and concavity bounds

c~ , I c# .
In the remaining of this paper we use the following notations, some

of which have been introduced earlier. For c E (c* , 00), Xc= [g &#x3E; c). X ° de-
notes xcnn-1 (0). X, (e) denotes for X(:*(e) is also

denoted simply by X (o).
The following notation is used for this section only. Suppose T is a

coordinates system of CN . For x E CN and a E R~ we denote by PT (x ; a)
the open set which with respect to the coordinates system T is the poly-
disc centered at x with polyradii a.

Fix c E (c , c~). Take arbitrarily x E We have q (x) = c.
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There exists a holomorphic embedding 0 from an open neighborhood
U of x in (q  c#l onto a complex subspace V of a polydisc G of CN such

= ~o o 4S for some strictly q-convex function of G.

By Proposition 11.10, after a shrinking of U there exist x’ E

E G, a holomorphic function f on G, a E R+, and a coordinates system
such that and is

well-situated with respect to Let

D is an open neighborhood of x.
Since aX° is compact, we can choose x~ , ... , xk E aX° such that 

c Di, where Di has the same relation to Xi as D to x. Let the symbols
have meanings similar to

Choose a relatively compact open subset Ej of Dj such that, I
Choose non-negative functions on .,g,1 _ j  k, such that

and

(ii) for every 1 there exists a non-negative C°° function

(~ on Gi with compact supports satisfying OJ = o (Pi on D~ .

Choose A, E R,+,1  t _ lc, so small that the restriction of 990i + 
to Gin (1y) X ~ is strictly q-convex for 1 E 

where the product (y) X is taken with respect to the coordinates

system T~.
Let and Let Then

Since is well-situated with respect to

For some, because Supp ai.

DTFINITION. c is said to be reachable from c with respect to (q, T) if
-

c can be obtained from such a construction as described above.
The following Lemma is clear.

LEMMA 11.3. (a) For every there such that

c is reachable from c with respect to (q, 9,)).
(b) If c E (c* , c#) and llE (c* , c) such that c is reachable from c with

respect to (q, rp), then

(i) c’ is reachable from c with respect to (q, cp) for c’ E (ol c),
- 

, 
-

(ii) c is reachable from c’ with respect to (q, g) for c E (c, c), and

(iii) there exists c’ such that c is reachable from c’ with

respect to (q, ~).
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Suppose iF is a coherent analytic sheaf on .X~ such that 

on aud tn is not a zero-divisor for 7,, for Suppose X
has reduction order _ p  oo.

PROPOSI’1’ION 11.11 Suppose C,  c  c  o# and c is reachable from

c with respect to (q, Suppose U1, Bl1, ’!1XH E S (X) such that 
I cc Xc, ’WI «U1, and B1). Then for 0  v  r - q - n thereiui - c :r a 

exists Q) E satisfying the following. If p and f E Zy (Bl1 (g), y) with

 e, then for some g E Zy (U1 ((2), ~) and h E Cy-1 (W (e), we have

f - bh’ = g on m ((2), 1 1 g  Cg e, where Cg is a
constant depending only on (2.

PROOF. Choose c’ E (c, c#) so close to c that the following three con-
ditions are satisfied:

(i) PT~ (x~ ; ai) is well-situated with respect to (q, e’ ; for

every i,

and

Choose Let Then we

have the following :

Since . we can choose such that

Since we can choose such that for
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We are going to prove (11.1)i for 0  i  lc.

For 0:!!~ v  r - q - n there exists Wi E o(n) such that, if

and with , then for some

and we have

and and where

is a constant &#x3E; 1 depending only on 1.

 k Let H g1 H2 and

Hi(i). Since c Hi2=Hjn .g2. Since Supp 
we have .H~+1- D;+i . Hence H = .g1 U H2 and (Hi - H2)- fl

Let and

We have and.

Proposition 11.9,
Now apply Proposition 11.7 (with 111 substituted by by 7

and 0153 by and (11.1) follows.

Take co E D(n) and we shall impose conditions on w later. Fix 0  v 

 r - q - n. Take e  ro and J) with Ilf 11-0,Lo e.
By using (11. 1)i, 0 :!!~~ i  k, and using induction on 1, we obtain (11.2)

for 1  Z  k.

then for some and

we have

and

Now assume for Let

By Proposition 10.4, if cu  m’ for a suitable co’ E Q(n0 (and we assume
this to be the case), then for some and

we have and

constant depending only on

Choose such that

and
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By Proposition 10.5, if co  a)" for a suitable co" E D(n) (and we as-

sume this to be the case), then for some h E ~ ) we have

f - g = bli on w (e) and 11 h  (1 + e, where Ci’ is a con-

stant depending only on LO q. e. d.

N rV

PROPOSITION 11.12 Suppose such that c is

reachable from c with respect to (q, Then there exists e1  LOO in R,+
such that, for g  e1 and 0  v  r - q - n, the restriction map (e),
7) (~~ (o), 7) is surjective.

PROOF. Since &#x3E; C), there exists e1  o° in R+ such that

(e1) c 199k &#x3E; C).
Take o  e1 in R+ . Let Mi = c) n 0  i  k. Then

jMo===JTc(p) and Xc (e) To finish the proof, we need only show that,
for 0  i  k and 0 :!!~ v  r - q - n, the restriction map Hv (M;, 

(Mc,_1, £F) is surjective.
Let = Di fl X (e) n c) and Fi = (Lo) n &#x3E; c). Since

~~ &#x3E; and Supp - c Di, y we have ~t = and n

ft Ec = The following portion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 9 on
M~ = Mi-I U is exact.

There exists a unique holomorphic embedding
such that and where .

and are the projections. Let
Since PT, (xi ; ai) is well-situated with respect to

and also with respect to is well-situated

witb respect to and also with respect to

By the proof of Proposition 11.8,

Since r, there exists a finite free resolution of length
__ ~ + Ni - r on g (~o) (xi; ai). Hence 7(~)) = 0 for 1 _ v 

 r - q - n and the restriction map T(; , --~ I~’(Q~, 7(i)) is bijective
when r &#x3E; q - n.

It is clear that .Ey = (Qi) and Fi = ( 4$t)-I (Qi). Hence (Fi, 7) = 0
for 1 :!!~~ v  r - q - n and the restriction map J) - y) is
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bijective when r &#x3E; q - n. (11.3) implies that the restriction map 
-+ Hy 7) is surjective for 0  ~  k and 0  v  r - q - ~c. q. e. d.

§ 12. Proof of Hl-finiteness.

In § 3 we reduce the proof of the Main Theorem essentially to the
task of proving a certain property which we call Hl.finiteness. In this

section we shall establish HI-finiteneiss by assuming a certain property con-
cerning bounds which we call property (B 1 Property (B I corresponds to
the Hauptlemma in [2] and is the most vital point in this paper. Its proof
will be presented in § 13 and § 14.

Suppose is a complex space of reduction order  p  
is a q-concave holomorphic map with exhaustion function

99 and concavity bounds c~ , Suppose 7 is a coherent analytic sheaf on
~’ and I E N~ . Recall the following notations. For c E (c~ (~ ~ c~,
27c = 27 |.X’c, and 27lc (7) denotes the l th direct image under a,,.

DEFINITION. if has property (Br, at 0 with respect to (n, q) if, for every
c E (c,~ , C#) and every c E (c~ c) which is reachable from c with respect to

(q, ~), the following two conditions are satisfied.
(i) is finitely generated over ·

(ii) Suppose 
yt ?T 

’ ’ 
yc c 

a

Suppose e1  g° and ’1’.’" Ek E Z (U (e1), J) and A is the nÔo-submodule
of generated by the images of $ , ... , ~k in n§ Then there exists

w E o(n) such that, if Lo  m and Zi I (U (Lo), F) with ||$ 11 M, e  e and the
image of $ in n’(9)0 belongs to A, then for some ..., ak E r (K 
and I E 01-1 (’o (o), E = Z on ID (Lo)  Ce e and

II fJ 11o, (}  OL. e, where CQ is a constant depending only on ~O.

PROPOSITION 12.1. Suppose codh F &#x3E; I + q + n on 199  c#] and tn is
not a zero-divisor for 7,, for x E (q  Suppose d E N,~ and tn is not a

zero-divisor for tdn ifz for x E X. If has property (B 1 at 0 with

respect to (n, ~), then for every c E (e, , c#), :11 is H ’-finite at 0 with re-

spect to ;ill.

PROOF. Fix c E (c,~ , c#). By Lemma 11.3 (a) there exists such

that c is reachable from c with respect to (q, Q). Choose c  ei  02  c.

By Lemma 11.3 (b), c is reachable from both c, and c2.
Choose ’ such that

and

8. Annali della Scuoia Norm. Sup.. Pisa.
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Let A be the image ~’)o . By Proposition 11.12, after
shrinking C)O, we can assume that, for some 8~ , ... , ~k E Z is

generated by the images ... , ~k in n( g) - By Proposition 8.6,
after further shrinking LoO, we can assume that ~o  oo.

We are going to prove the following : can find e2  ~O~
such that Im (H l (Xc (g1), - H l (Xc (e2), is contained in the r (.g (L02), 
submodule generated by the images of e1,...... ek in This

will imply is H ’-finite at 0.

e1 and we shall impose more conditions on g
later. Take F E H (01), 

We claim that, if Lo is small enough, we can CJ)
 00 such that ~ and ~ induce the same element in

Proposition 11.12, for some o’  ei we can find ~’ E
E H (Lo’), such that’ and 1 induce the same element in HZ(Xc(e’), ~ ).
Since we can find a countable Stein open covering tl’ of

n 0

Xc (Q’) such that THo (9") for some e"  Lo’. Let $’ be represented by
If e  ~O" ~’ ) is induced by ~", then

!! E  oo by Proposition 8.6, and ~ induces the same element in

(Lo), as I. The claim is proved.
Choose e E R+ such that e ) ~~ · We are going to construct by

induction on

such that

and

where DQ is a constant depending only on ~o.
Set $(0) = ~. Suppose for some ro E N~ we have constructed
for

Since 7 has properly (B)i with respect to (n, q;), if e  w1 for

a suitable cu1 E (J(n) with c~1  g° (and we assume this to be the case), then
there exist and such that

and

and where is a constant depending only on 0.

(Lemma 8,3 is used in obtaining the preceding statement).
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Since each member of Uti (p) is Stein, there exists

such that on ’ Since

and for some constant

By Proposition 9.5 (with Q defined by multiplication by td+1), if e  w2
for a suitable w2 E (and we assume this to be the case), then there

exists such that on U2 (Lo) and

where is a constant depending only on o.

Since tn is not a zero-divisor for

Since tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E {9’  the sheaf-epimorphism
y defined by multiplication by tf is a sheaf-isomorphism on (q  cy).

Hence codt tl ~ &#x3E; t + q + n on (~  cy).
By Proposition 11.11 (applied to td 7)y if e  w3 for a suitable w3 E Qn

(and we assume this to be the case), then there exist

and such that

and

and where is a constant

depending only on Lo.

on Then

We need only set and the construc-

tion by induction is complete.

Let and

The first series converges on K (e2) and the second series converges on

’~3 (e2). It is easily seen that E = + bq on ’~3 (e2). Therefore

is contained in the submodule

q. e. d.generated by the images of ~1 , ... , ~k in
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§ 13. Some Preparations for the Proof of (B~).
,9.. Suppose X is a complex space and F is a coherent analytic sheat

on X. Suppose and 11,: is a holomorphic map. Suppose
lE N~.

PROPOSITION 13.1. Suppose tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E X

and tn is not a zero-divisor for tdn 11,Z+l If r E N* , then Im a = Im fl in

where a and fl are induced by quotient maps.

PROOF. It is clear that Im a c Im fl. We are going to prove Im BcIm a,
The commutative diagram with exact rows

gives rise to the following diagram with exact rows

All we need to prove is that ba = 0.

Consider the following commutative diagram:
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where u is induced by the defined by multiplication
by is defined by the inclusion is defined by mul-
tiplication by t7,+d , p is defined by multiplication and q is induced

by the 7 defined by multiplication by t:.
Since tn is not a zero divisor for tl ~x for x E ~ M is a sheaf-isomor-

phism. Hence u is an isomorphism. Since tn is not a zero divisor for

Ker w c ker p.

Hence ba = 0. q. e. d.

B. Suppose (X, Ô) is a complex space of reduction order  p  
Suppose LoO E R+ (X, O) --~ is a q-concave map with exhaustion

function and concavity bounds c* , c# . 8 Suppose I E N*.

.

PROPOSITION 13.2. Suppose 0 -- 0 is an exact sequence
of coherent analytic sheaves on X. If 9 and % have property (Bpi at 0
with respect to (n, cp), then 7 has property (B)n at 0 with respect to (n, ~).

PROOF. Fix c~  c ( c  c# such that c is reachable from c with

respect to (q, Q).
PC

Since a" is exact, is finitely generated
over nC)o - 8

Suppose Bt), To 6 S (X) such that |v| c «  and 0 

Suppose ~O1 8k E ZI ~). Let A be the nÕo-submodule
of ac (~)o generated by the images of $i ... , Ek in 71’ (7)~.

Take c’ E (c, c#) such that c is reachable from c’ and c c Choose

Mi E S (,X), 1  i  3, such that 

and | u1| ccXc.
«

By Proposition 8.5 and 8.6, for we have 11 e2  oo.

Take co E S~ ~n&#x3E; with OJ  e2 and we shall impose more conditions on co

later on. Take with such that the

image of E in ni belongs to A.
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Let The image of ~8 (~) in n~ (C)()o belongs to Ai. Since c)2

has property (B)i , if for a suitable (and we assume this

to be the case), then for some and

on Ui (o) and and

where is a constant depending only on p.
By Lemma 8.3, for some

Im

where C(2) is a constant.

By Proposition 9.5, for a suitable (and we assume

this to be the case), then ] ] a-1 (~ 2013 ~ ~ ~ - ~~") 1I’U12, (! C (I + C 2&#x3E; 
where C~3~ is a constant depending only on g.

be the restriction of 7C to |u2| Let A’ be the nÕo-submodule
of generated by the images of
Let be induced by a and let be

induced by restriction map. Let
Since ; is finitely generated over for some

for some Since is a

Stein open covering of we can find for some

such that Ci induces gi.
The images of generate A2. Since by

shrinking e3, we can find and such

that

Since the image of belongs to A, the image of

belongs to A’. The image of I

belongs to A2 . 
Since g has property (B)? at 0 with respect to (n, if e C w3 for a

suitable w3 E D (n) (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

and &#x3E;

and and

where is a constant depending only on ~.

and

Then (and we as-

sume this to be the case), then

and where where C5&#x3E; is a

constant.

where C ~6~ is a constant &#x3E; 1. By Proposition 10.5, if for a suita-

ble (and we assume this to be the case), then for some n E
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on Bt) (~) and
where 1 is a constant depending only

on e. Hence 7 has properly (B)i at 0 with respect to q. e. d.

and Suppose has reduction

order be induced by n. Let
Suppose 7 is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that

PROPOSITION 13.3. If 7’ has properly at 0 with respect to

(~’, ~3~)~ then 7 has property (B)n at 0 with respect to (~~ 99).

PROOF. We use the notations of § 8.D.

Fix c,~  c  c  c# such that c is reachable from c with respect to

(q, 99). Then c is reachable from c with respect to (q, gg’).
Since we have a natural isomorphism

finitely generated over 
Suppose V, U E S (X) such that and

Suppose and
. - - -

Let A be the nÕo-submodule
generated by the images of

Choose E S (X) such that

’° 

Take (o E D(n) and we shall impose more conditions on w later. Take

g  óJ and $ E Z’ (M (g), J) With 11 I  e such that the image of $ in
belongs to A. 

_

Let A’ = a (A) and is generated by
the images of ~~ in

By Proposition 8.8, if w C, ~~ for a suitable e2 E Ri- (and we assume
this to be the case), then where is a constant.

Since 9~ has property (B)i-1 at 0 with respect to (n’,9J’), if (c~i,..., 
 w’ for a suitable o/ E (and we assume this to be the case), then

for some I and

and and I where is a constant

depending only on
be the projection. Let ai = ay o P. Then

By Proposition 8.8, if w  (13 for a suitable g3 E Rn+(and we assume
this to be the case), then where C~3~ is a constant.

q. e. d.
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C. We are going to introduce a property weaker than (B)i which, in
the cases we are interested in, is equivalent to property (B)i . We call it

property pre-(B)7. ·
Suppose X is a complex space of reduction order _ ~  oo, 

and yx: is a q-concave map with exhaustion function 99 and

concavity bounds °., c# . Suppose f is a coherent analytic sheaf on X and

ZeN..

DEFINI1’ION. 9 has property pre-(B)" at 0 with respect to (27, q) if, for
IV N

every c E (c,* , cy) and every c E (c,* , c) such that c is reachable from c with
respect to (q, cp), the following two conditions are satisfied.

(i) ~ci ( ~ )o is finitely generated ·

(ii) Suppose 11), U E S (X’) with /11) 1 c c and 11)« tIle
n n n 

c 
jt

Suppose g1  gO and ... , 8k E Z em (gl), y) such that the images of ,..
... , ~k in no (]’)0 generate (~)o over Then there exists co E such

that, if e  w and e E zz e&#x3E;, 7 &#x3E; With 11 I  e, then for some ai , ...

..., ak E r (K (e), and n E Ci-1 (11) (p), F)e=Mi ai ei + ir on 11) (e) and

ai 1,  Ce e and II r~ 110, e  Ce e, where C~ is a constant depending only
on Lo.

PROPOSITION 13.4. Suppose iF satisfies following : 
and o is reachable from c, then --~ ~ci is surjective. Then 9 has

property (B)n at 0 with respect to (.71, Q) if and only if 9 has property pre-
(B)l at 0 with respect to (.71, 99).

PROOF. The « only if » part is clear.

To prove the « if» part, fix such that c is reachable
from c. Take 11), Ut E S (X) such that /11) cc X- ’ ’ 

?r 
’ ’ c

?t

Suppose Lol -- LoO and 1, .., , ek E Z l em (e1), 7) and A is the nOo-submodule
of ~i ( J~ )o generated by the images of ~1’ ... , ~k in 7zc 1 (7)0.

Since -+ ;t- is surjective and nj (]:)0 is finitely generated
over nOo , there ... , ~m E Z l (Ut (e2), for some e2 ~ e1 such that
the images of C 1 , ... , Cm in .7l~ generate .7l1 ( ~ )o over 

Choose 11)’ E S (X) such that V « 0’ « U and Xc .
.nr yr

Since the images of C 1 , ... ,C’nL in generate 27l ( f )o over 7 for

there exist r (.g (O2), ,0) and Ci-1 (t!1’ (e2), y) such
that $i = -3’j ~- on 11)’ (e2). By Propositions 8.5 and 8.6, after shrin-
k. 3 we have 11 ni  oo. Let t b(i) = (bh~, 2 ... 7b &#x3E;.
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Let be the image of Let be the re-

lation-modale of over for some

By shrinking e3, we can assume the following :

(i ) ga is the germ at 0 of, and

on for some By fur-
ther shrinking ~03, we can assume

Let

Take w E with co  g3 and we shall impose more conditions on Q)

later on. Take ~o  w and such that and the

image of e in nl I (f )o belongs to A. 
" -

Since 9 has property pre-(B)ii at 0 with respect to (n, if co  rot

for a suitable w1 E QCn) (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

and on V (e) and
and where is a constant depending

only on e.
Since the image of ~ in belongs to By

Proposition 1 of [7] (with N = 0), if co _ c~2 for a suitable w2 E Den.) (and
we assume this to be the caf3e), then for ak , a",..., ar’ E

on K (e) and

and where is a constant depending only

where where

is a constant. q. e. d ~

§ 14. Proof of Property (B I

Suppose ~’ is a complex space of reduction order _ p  oo, Rn + y
and yr:~2013~IT(~) is a q-concave map with exhaustion function g~ and

concavity bounds °.’ C# .

PROPOSITION (14.1)n . Suppose y is a coherent analytic sheaf on X

such that (i) codh on (q  cy) I and (ii) t1, ... , tn form an ifz-aequence
for x E (q  c#) n (0). Then f has property (B)n at 0 with respect to

for 0 :!!~ 1  r - q - 2n.

PROOF. We are going to prove by induction on n.
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(a) Assume n = 0. Fix 0 _ l C r - q and c E (c. , c#). By Theorem
A-G, 7) is finite-dimensional over C.

Suppose B1), E S (X) such that Iv1) cc and B1) « TH. Suppose
8~ , ... , 7) and A is the vector subspace of 9~) generated
by ... , ·

Take e E zz (’tll, CJ) such that [] $ 11B11  e and the image of e in CJ)
belongs to A.

Choose a countable Stein open covering w of Xc such that B1)«
Let ~~ = ~z ~‘~ and ~’= ~ I ’UU1. Define tp: 

- Z by ’~ (a1, ... , ak , q) = ~s + bq for a~ E C E 7).
Since dimc dimc HZ (’UU1, iF) = dimc HZ y)  00, tp has

closed range when Ck, and are given the natural
Fr£chet space structures. is a Fr£chet space. Since $ E Im ~, by ap-
plying the open mapping theorem to tp, we conclude that $’ _ + bq
for some ai E C E (’UU1, iF) such that I C Ce and" r¡ 1/0  Ce,
where C is a constant. Proposition (14.1)~ is proved.

(b) In the rest of the proof we assume n &#x3E; 0 and tuat Proposition
(14,I)n-i is proved.

Take arbitrarily c.  c~  c~ .
Since tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E (q  cy) fl (0), the sup-

port S of the kernel of the sheaf-homomorphism f2013&#x3E; f defined by multi-
plication by tn is disjoint from (Q C c#n f1 -1.(o). For some is

disjoint from {o;*  Q  c# ) f1 X (g2). Hence tn is not a zero divisor for fx for
.r6f~~c;)n~(~).

Since (~O2) c c ~’, by Lemma 3.3 (b), there exists such that

tn is not a zero-divisor for t£* for x (e2).
By replacing X by l, (e2) and c~ by c~ , we can assume without loss

of generality the following.

(14.1) tn is not a zero-divisor for for x E (q  cy).

(14.2) There exists d. EN. such that tn is not a zero-divisor for tn* 
(14 " for 

By Proposition 6.6, we can also assume that X n {tn -= 0) has reduction
for some p’ E N~ .

(c) We are going to reduce the proof of Proposition (14.I), to the
special case where tn is not a zero divisor of cg:x for x E X.

By (14.1), for dEN. the sheaf.homomorphism F &#x3E; tn f defined by mul-
tiplication by tdn induces a sheaf-isomorphism {Q C #].
Hence codh y) = codh 2013 1 on (q  c#) and t1, ... , tn-i
is a F)x.sequence for x E {Q  (0).
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Since tn (tdn f) = 0, by applying Proposition (14.1)n-1 to the sheaf
restricted to and by using Proposition 13.3, we

conclude that

( ) 
has property (B)? at 0 with respect to (n, ~) for(14.3) and 0 Z I  r - - 2n + 1.

By using (14.3) and applying Proposition 13.2 to the exact sequence
we conclude by induction on d

that

has property (B)f at 0 with respect to (n, g) for d E N
and 0~~2013~2013 2~-)-1.

By using (14.4) and applying Proposition 13.2 to the exact sequence
0 --~ Cj: --+ J - -~ 0, we conclude that, if t~* ~ has property (B)"
at 0 with rispect to (~c, then 9 has property (B)n at 0 with respect to
(y T).

7 on {9?  c#) by (14.]), by replacing 9 by td* 9 we can
assume without loss of generality that tn is not a zero-divisor for Jz for

By Proposition 11.12, for any c~  c  c  c# such that c is reachable

from c, the map ~i ( ~ )° --~ ~~ ( ~ )° is surjective. Hence by Proposition 13.4
we need only prove that 9 has property 

~ N

 c ( c  c# such that c is reachable from c. By (14.4) and
Proposition 12.1, 71 X, is HI-finite at 0 with respect to n°. In particular,

is finitely generated over 
such that JUI 

Suppose and ~(l),..., 6k) E Zl (~1), ~) such that the images of

~(11) in n1 (iF) generate (]’)0 over 
Choose such that I and

c is reachable from c. with respect to (q, ~). Choose

By shrinking we can assume that

Consider the following statement.

There exists co E such that, if g  w and with

then for some and
and

where D- is a constant 1 depending only on e.
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We are going to assume (14.5) and finish the proof of Proposition
(14.1),,. After we finish the proof of Proposition (14.1)~ ~ we will prove (14.5).

Fix w’ E such that m’ satisfies the requirement stated in (14.5).
Take co E with m  w’ and m  el and we shall impose more con-

ditions on w later. Take e  w and $ E ZI rm (e), f) with  e.

We are going to construct by induction on v, 
’

such that

where JD- is the constant in (14.5) and C~- is a constant depending only
on o.

Set Co = ~. Suppose for some "0 E N, we have constructed

and

Since e  we can find and

such that

By Proposition 11.11, if for a suitable ro" E (and we as-
sume this to be the case), then for some

we have

and

where is a constant depending only on P.

Let Then

and on The construc-

tion by induction is complete when we set

Impose the following condition on w :

Since and I
Hence converges on K (e) and converges on Let

and . Then and
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Since

where C"’ is a constant &#x3E; 1.

By Proposition 10.5, if co ~ o)~~~ for a suitable w’" E Q(n) (and we assume
this to be the case), then there exists... ’1J E Ol-1 7) such that ~ -

on V ~~) and where is a

constant depending only on e.

Hence iF has property pre (B)n at 0 with respect to (n, Proposition
(14.1)n is proved under the assumption of the validity of (14.5).

(e) We are going to reduce the proof of (14.5) to the proof of a

simpler statement.
Since l -~-1 C r - q - 2n + 1, by (14.4) 9/tn 7 has property at

0 with respect to (n, By Proposition 12.1, 71 Xc is Hl+’1-finite at 0

with respect to ~c. In particular, 7 (~)o is finitely generated over 

Since is Noetherian, by Lemma 3.3 (a) there exists d E N~ such that t,,

is not a zero-divisor for

Let m = 2d + 1. By Proposition 13.1~ Im
Consider the following commutative diagram :

where 0, 4Y’, and 4S" are quotient maps.

Define Q* as follows : and

Then depends only on g and e*  m. We assume that  of .
By the definition of 11 E there exists ~’ ~~ E Cl (U, £F) such that

and on ’

define

Then and on
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Consider the following statement.

W1 for a suitable w1 E Q,n) , then there exists
such that

where 0,,,. is a constant depending only

on ’~2 (~o’~), and

(iii) the image of in belongs to

We are going to prove (14.5) by assuming (14.6). (14.6) will be proved
later.

Assume w w1 so that the requirements in (14.6) are satisfied.

By (14.4), y has property (B)’ at 0 with respect to (n, ~).

Since the images of

generate Im over for a

suitable w2 E D(n) (and we assume this to be the case), then for some

and

and where is a constant depending only

on

By Lemma 8.3 there exists such that

= n’ . Since tn is not a zero-divisor for

9 ., for x E X, there exists a unique 0, E Ci (9*)’ iF) such that

where 0(2) is a constant. By Proposition 9.5 (applied to the sheaf homo-

morphism defined by multiplication by tn), if co for a suitable
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(and we assume this to be the case), then

is a constant depending only on

and let

By Lemma 8.4, we have

and

It is easily checked that Hence

(14.5) is proved if we require and choose De- &#x3E;_ 1 so that
0 -

and,
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( f ) To prove (14.6), let for vE N. Since

where is a constant.

We claim that To prove the claim, y we need only
show that Since on

The claim is proved.

Since tn is not a zero-divisor for £Fz for x E X, there exists a unique

such that on By Proposition 9.8,

if w  w4 for a suitable m4 E (and we assume this to be the case), then

, where is a constant depending only on 

Since on TH (0), the image of /~ in

is zero. The image of in is zero.

By 1 has property at 0

with respect to p) By considering the zero nOo-submodule of
which is generated by the image of 0 we conclude

that, if w  m5 for a suitable w5 E (and we assume this to be the case),
then for some we have on tI12 (e*) and

where is a constant depending only on e*.
For some

Since tn is not a zero-divisor for there exists a unique

such that
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Since tn is not a zero divisor for £Fz for x E X, we can take out the

factor from both sides.

Hence

Let and be in-

duced respectively by 4Y and 4S". Let f, be the image of

in and let gN be the image of I

Since (14.6) is pro-

q. e. d.

COROLLARY. 1. Under the assumptions of Proposition
(14.1)n, has property (B)n at 0 with respect to (n,91) for d E N and

§ 15. Proof of Main Theorem.

A. PROPOSITION 15.1. Suppose X is a complex space and 9 is a cohe-
rent analytic sheaf on X. Suppose and is a proper

holomorphic map. Then for and 9 is Hl-finite at t° with

respect to ~c.

PROOF. Fix and Without loss of generality we can

assume that t° = 0.

Take in R+. Since by Proposition 6.6 we can

assume (after replacing O° by o1) that X has reduction order  p for some

By choosing a bounded real-valued C °° function on X and c.  c#
in R we can make n: into 1-concave

map.

9. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. - Pita.
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By proposition (14.1)~ ~ y has property (B)? at 0 with respect to (n, gJ).
In particular, nz (F)o is finitely generated over For some g2  e° we

can B11 « ’Wi in S (X) and E1, ... , ,Ek E Z z (B11, iF) such that |V (e2) _
n x

_ (e2) = (e2) = X (e2) and the images ..., Ek in nl ( F)o gene-
rate ni (J)o over 

Since if has property (B)~ at 0 with respect to (n, cp), there exists
with ro  e2 such that, if e  w with 

then for some a1, ... , ak E and n E (e), £F), $ == MiaiEi
on N (e).

Take arbitrarily e’ .::; eO. To finish the proof, we need only find e"  p’
such that the r (g (o")~ nO)-submodule I (e") generated by Im ((H i (o’), £F) -

is finitely generated over r (.g (o")~ nC~).. ,
Choose e"  g’ such that We claim that e" satisfies the

requirement.
Since ‘~ (~O’) ~ = X(o’), ~ is induced by some 

Since Since for some

Hence the images of ~1’.’" ~k in HZ (X (e"), £F) generate I(g") over

q. e. d.

B. Suppose ~’ is a complex space, eO E R+, is a

q-concave holomorphic map with exhaustion function 99 and concavity
bounds c~ c# . Suppose 7 is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that (i)

on 199  col and (ii) (~ (x)), ..., tn - tn (n (x)) form an

7,,-sequence for x E [y  c#).

PROPOSITION

- max (0, n - k -1 ), and c E (c~ , c#), then
at t° with respect to ac.

is .bI ’-finite

PROOF. We are going to prove by induction on k for 0 ~ k ~ n.
Fix 0 E (0. c#), By Proposition 6.6, after shrinking oO and replacing

X for some (0*, c), we can assume without loss of generality
that X has reduction order for some p E N* .

We need only consider the case where t° = 0 for

n -k -)- 1 ~ i ~ n, because, if t° -+ 0 for some n - then

on n-1 ( U) for some open neighborhood U of t° and

is trivially H’.finite at t° with respect to After

applying a coordinates transformation of C’~ affecting only t1, ..., tn_k , I we

can assume without loss of generality that t° = 0.

(a; Assume k = 0. Then
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When n = 0, dime H 1 (X,, 9)  oo for 0 ~ l 1  r - q. Hence 71 I Xc is

HI-finite at 0 with respect to ne for 0 £ 1  r - q - n - max (0, 
When rc &#x3E; 1, by Corollary to Proposition (14.1)n, has property

(B)? at 0 with respect to (~, lp) for v E N and 0 _ Z  r - q - 2n + 1. By
Lemma 3.3 (b), after shrinking C)O and by replacing X by X,, for some04
c* E (c*) c), we can assume that there exists v E N* such that tn is not a
zero-divisor for for x E X. By Proposition is .Ht-finite at 0

with respect to nC for 0  

(b) For the general case, assume 0  k _ n and further assume that

Proposition (15.2)k-1 is true. We are going to prove Proposition (15.2)k by
induction on dn. Let @ = CJ/tn :1.

When dn ~. - 1 on

lp  c#). By replacing ~’ by x n (tn = 0), Preposition (15.2)k-1 implies that

(~~~~ ~ k+1 is HZ-finite at 0 with respect to ne. Proposition (15.2)k
is therefore proved for dn = 1.

Suppose Consider the following
exact sequence 0 ~ By induction

hypothesis, is Hl-finite at 0 with respect to ne for

By Lemma 3.1, to complete the indu-
ction on dn, it suffices to show that is H’l-finite at 0

with respect to nC for 0 Z I C r - q - n - max (0, n - k -1).
By Lemma 4.4 we have a natural sheaf homomorphism

and a is a sheaf-isomorphism on {9J  c#). Sup Ker ac
c (g &#x3E; c#) and Supp Coker cx c (g &#x3E; c#). The restriction of n to Supp Ker a
and Supp Coker a are proper. By Proposition 15.1, (Ker a) Zc and (Coker a) ~ I X,
are Htftnite at 0 with respect to a,, for 1 &#x3E; 0.

Since is at 0 with respect to 1T,C for

max (0, n - k -1), from Lemma 3.1 and the following
two exact sequences :

we conclude that (c)2("n-’) /Cp~dn)) IXc is Hl.finite at 0 with respect to nc

for 0 % 1 C r - q - n - max (0, n - k -1). The induction on dn is comple-
te and Proposition (15.2)k is proved q. e. d.

C. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM.

Without loss of generality we can assume that D~= K (pO) for some
Since . flat,

form an 9,,-sequence for
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First we are going to prove (15.1)k for + 1 by induction on k.

~ then is coherent.

When k = 17 by Lemma 4.3, form an Fx.sequence for 
n (0). On {9?  c#) we have codh t~~ )&#x3E;_- r - n. Since Supp 
. t1i J) c ~-1 (0) and ~-1 (0) is a q-concave space, dime y)  oo

for 0 ~ l  r - q - n. (15,1)1 follows.

For the general case, assume k &#x3E; 1. Fix o ~ t  r - q - n - k -~-1.
By Proposition 3.2, to prove the coherence of tt we need

only verify the following three conditions
(i) tti J + (tk-l - ~)) is coherent for every" E N,

t° E K and every 0 ~ ,u ~ l.
(ii) tti is Hl-finite and Hl+1-flnite with respect to 31,C.

(iii) For every t° E .g (eO) and every relatively compact open subset U
there exists such that is not a zero-divisor for

(tn - tn)v for x E ( U).
(i) follows from (15.1)k-, after a coordinates transformation in Cn. (ii)

follows from Proposition (15.2)~-~]. (iii) follows from (nC)-1 (U) cc X and
Lemma 3.3 (b). Hence (15.1)k is proved.

(15. 1)n+l implies that is coherent for c6(c* and 0 % 1  r -
- q - 2n. The Main Theorem follows from Propositions 4.2 and 11.12.

q. e. d.
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